
  

 

 

 

MYP Subject 
 

Visual Arts Subject  
 

ART Grade 
 

7 (year 2) 

Unit Title  
 

African Masks.  
 

Unit Duration  6 weeks 

Outcomes /Aims 
 

At the end of Unit students are expected to: 
- understand main characteristics of African masks (colours, design, materials used) 
- be able to incorporate studied ideas/designs into own artwork 
- improve skills in different media, experiment with media, search for new ideas and art forms 
- understand on which ground people do their art; which circumstances demands their creativity 

      
Unit Questions:  

- Which tribal people needs can force creating art? 
- What Kind of art it might be? 
- Which materials people would use? Why? 

Significant Concept:  African art has been trigged by religious believes. 
 
Fundamental Concepts 
Holistic: Art is essential component of people’s everyday life 
Intercultural awareness: Can we appreciate artwork without understanding the concept/idea? 
Communication: Artwork as a sacred item in religious ceremonies is at the same time means of communication between people 
Core Areas of Interaction  Learning Objectives Learning Activities 
ATL, 
Problem solving skills (development of 
imagination, experimenting with different 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the art 
form studied in relation to social and cultural 
contexts; 
Communicate a critical understanding of the art form 

- internet research work on African 
masks 
- reading articles, answering 
questions, class discussion  
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materials, trough sketching, practicing looking 
for the best idea, composition), Communication 
(oral Skills – art work description, class 
discussion, answering questions), Reflection 
(what is well done in my work and what should 
I improve?), Organization (keeping journal, 
completing assignments on time),  

Human Ingenuity 
Developing own idea, design and creating 3-D 
artwork, developing paper-mache skills, 
experimenting with different media; 
incorporating a studied style into own art work; 
using recycling materials for making art work 

studied in the context of students’ own art work  (A) 
Develop an idea and personal interpretation to a point 
of realization and communicating artistic intentions; 
Applying skills and techniques to create art work (B) 
Evaluation of the process and the product, critical 
analysis of interpretation of the own idea and 
understanding areas for further strengthening (C) 
Showing commitment in art work; 
Being receptive to art practices and art works from 
other cultures (African art) (D) 

- written assignments (questions to 
answer, notes in the journal, 
comments on class discussion) 
- practicing with paper-mache 
- planning, sketching, designing ideas 
 

Assessment Tasks 
MYP Assessment 
Criteria:  
A, B, C, D 

Formative Assessment: 
- comments on sketches and planning;  
- comments on oral answers, class discission, praises 
- questionnaires and comments on written assignments 
- support and encouragement on paper-mache work 

process 

Summative Assessment: 
Paper-mache 3-d mask (final project) (B) 
Knowledge and Understanding (written 
assignments, journal) (A) 
Evaluation (C) 
Personal engagement into work process (D) 

Cross Curriculum Links Recommended Resources Comments 
 Internet and library books; art room books; printed art images; 

paper, pencil, colour pencils, paper-mache, paint, brushes 
 

Literacy Content    Reading articles, learning new words 
Evaluation  
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